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Abstract This paper proposes a multi-objective benefit

function for operation of active distribution systems con-

sidering demand response program (DRP) and energy

storage system (ESS). In the active distribution system,

active network management (ANM) is applied so that the

distribution system equipment is controlled in real-time

status based on the real-time measurements of system

parameters (voltages and currents). The multi-objective

optimization problem is solved using e-constraint method,

and a fuzzy satisfying approach has been employed to

select the best compromise solution. Two different objec-

tive functions are considered as follows: benefit maxi-

mization of distribution company (DisCo); benefit

maximization of distributed generation owner (DGO). To

increase the benefits and efficient implementation of dis-

tributed generation (DG), DGO has installed battery as

energy storage system (ESS) in parallel with DG unit.

Consequently, DGO decides for the battery charging/dis-

charging. DisCo has the ability to exchange energy with

the upstream network and DGO. Also, DisCo focuses to

study the effect of demand response program (DRP) on

total benefit function and consequently its influence on the

load profile has been discussed. This model is successfully

applied to a 33-bus radial distribution network.

Keywords Multi-objective benefit function, Active

management, Distributed generation units, Demand

response programs, Energy storage system

1 Introduction

From the operation cost point of view, supplying reli-

able electricity to the customers and improving the effi-

ciency of power system and optimal scheduling of

distributed generation (DG) units is important for both DG

owner (DGO) and distribution company (DisCo). In an

open access environment, the decisions related to DG

investment/operation are taken by DG owners/operators

and DisCo is responsible for maintaining the efficiency of

the network. Hence, a win–win strategy is needed which

not only promotes the DG benefit for DGO but also does

not burden additional costs to DisCo.

Some of the existing works in the literature has inves-

tigated the technical and economic aspects of DG units.

These aspects are as follows: active loss reduction [1],

reducing the cost of curtailed energy [2], voltage profile

improvement [3], enhancing the voltage stability [4],

reducing the construction period [5] and reducing the cost

of energy purchased from power market [6].

In most cases, distribution networks are expanded in a

radial form. Therefore, the integration of DG units into

distribution network may change the power flow in distri-

bution feeders. For instance, unidirectional power flows

will change to bidirectional power flows when the pene-

tration level of DG becomes higher [7]. To achieve an
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appropriate status, DG units require a proper control and

management system, as well as a proper operation model.

This paper proposes active network management (ANM) of

distribution network. Active management is an efficient

method to reinforce distribution networks for connection of

DG units and their operation [8]. Applying the ANM can

help to reduce the losses, modify the peak load, control the

voltage profile, decrease the DG curtailment, and postpone

the need to reinforce the distribution network [9].

It should be noted that applying ANM is not sufficient

for full load conditions and load growth. One of the pro-

posed solutions in this paper is utilization of demand

response program (DRP). DRP is defined as the changes of

customer loads from their nominal value in response to

incentive payments of operator [10]. Besides the financial

benefits of DRP for customers (incentive payments), DRP

can be utilized for enhancing power system stability. In

[11], authors have investigated the effects of time-of-use

rate of demand response programs on bidding strategy of

electricity retailers. For this purpose, DRP has been

developed on the load model. From the supply point of

view, flexibility might bring significant improvements to

the generation dispatch. From the demand point of view,

flexibility could allow customers to benefit from reducing

their energy bills. Consequently, in [12], authors compare

how different modeling tools consider fixed and flexible

loads in the dispatch optimization, and analyze their dif-

ferent strategies.

Besides DRP, this paper also studies the effects of

energy storage system (ESS) on both DGO and DisCo

benefits. In order to increase the benefits and efficient

utilization of DG, DGO has installed an ESS such as bat-

tery in parallel with DG unit.

The advantages of ESS have been investigated in some

works. In [13], the state of art battery energy storage

technology and the methods of assessing their economic

viability and their impact on power system operation have

been discussed. In [14], the effect of ESS on stochastic

energy procurement problem for large electricity con-

sumers has been investigated when the defined cost func-

tion decreases. In [15], the ability of ESS to increase the

amount of wind energy accepted onto a network is assessed

and an analysis is conducted to determine the cost of

produced energy through the ESS for a number of sce-

narios. The results show that ESS is able to increase the

energy accepted onto a distribution network.

Although many of former works have analyzed the DG

operation problem but a few of them have focused on the

interaction between conflicting or convergent objectives of

DGO and DisCo. Hence, in this paper, two objective

functions are considered namely DisCo benefit maximiza-

tion and DGO benefit maximization.

This paper proposes two solutions to improve the

operation of distribution system. These solutions are DRP

of consumers implemented by DisCo and active manage-

ment of system. The proposed method provides a new

model for short-term scheduling of distribution network in

the presence of DG units. Both passive and active network

managements have been simulated and the obtained results

have been compared with together. The optimal DG

operation problem is modeled as a mixed integer non-linear

program which can be solved using commercial opti-

mization packages like GAMS software.

The main contributions of this paper are four-fold:

1) Multi-objective function which considers the benefits

of DisCo and DG owners and provide a win–win

strategy for both parties.

2) Considering active management of system, demand

response of costumers and battery charging/discharg-

ing decisions for proper status operation.

3) Time-variant load modeling based on time-of-use rate

of demand response programs.

4) Utilizing of e-constraint technique and fuzzy satisfying
method to solve and choose the best collusion solution

of multi-objective problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

In section 2, DRP based time-variant load model, multi-

objective function for the DisCo benefit and DGO and

related constraints are explained. In section 3, concept of

active network management and available implementation

programs for optimal operation is expressed. In section 4,

e-constraint method and fuzzy decision maker are descri-

bed. In Section 5, the proposed model is applied on the

33-bus radial distribution system and the simulation results

are given and discussed. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the

findings of this work.

2 Mathematical formulation

The used model in this paper considers costumer par-

ticipation in DRP and installed ESS by DGO. The model is

based on the optimal power flow and maximizes benefits of

both DisCo and DGO at daily short-term period. Mean-

while, the model is simulated based on the daily load curve.

The problem formulation is provided in four sub-sections

as follows.

2.1 Load and electricity price modeling

The daily load variation is modeled by multiplication of

two parameters. The first one is the base load

PD
i;base;Q

D
i;base

� �
. Each hour of a day is defined as a demand
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level. Therefore, there will be 24 hours or 24 demand levels

which will be shown by Nh.

The second parameter is the demand level factor

(DLFh). This factor defines the forecasted value of ‘‘load to

peak load ratio’’ in each demand level and varies from 0 to

1. A typical DLFh is shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the

demand of the ith bus at the hth demand level is calculated

as [16]:

PD
i;h ¼ PD

i;base � DLFh ð1Þ

QD
i;h ¼ QD

i;base � DLFh ð2Þ

SDi;h ¼ PD
i;h þ jQD

i;h ð3Þ

where PD
i;h, Q

D
i;h and SDi;h are active, reactive and apparent

load in bus i, and demand level h, respectively.

The price of purchased energy from main grid is

determined by the market operation. This value changes

during each demand level. In this paper, it is assumed that

the price of electricity at the hth demand level can be

determined as [16]:

kh ¼ qbase � PLFh ð4Þ

wherekhis expected market price in level h for active power

and qbase is the base price. A typical PLFhcurve is illus-

trated in Fig. 1.

2.2 Modeling time-of-use (TOU) rate of demand

response program

DisCo implements demand response programs to shift

their consumers load from costly periods to inexpensive

periods to decrease their costs. In this paper, it is assumed

that the costumers participate only in TOU program and

have a limited capability of shifting their demand. For

example, their maximum capability

y may be assumed to be 15 percent of total demand

(DRmax = 15%). DRP can be modeled as shown in Fig.2

[11].

The dashed part of load in Fig. 2 is the section that does

not participate in DRP and the other section is able to be

shifted from one period to others due to price differences.

Figure 2 can be defined mathematically as follows:

PD
i;h ¼ ð1� DRhÞ � PD

i;h þ ldrh ð5Þ

PD
i;h � PDR

i;h ¼ ldrh ¼ DRh � PD
i;h ð6Þ

where ldrh is the load value shifted by DRP at level

h and DRh factor shows the costumers participation in

DRP. PDR
i;h is the load demand after DRP implementation.

2.3 Objective function

Operation model is a combination of DG units and other

energy supply resources. DisCo has the ability to exchange

energy with the upstream network and DGO. The DisCo’s

objective function in short-term operations framework is

maximizing its energy benefits for one day. Equation (7)

provides the mathematical formulation of a DisCo:

OF1 ¼
XNh

t¼1

XNload

i¼1

qPsell � PD
i;h þ

XNload

i¼1

qQsell � QD
i;h

(
�
XNSS

ss¼1

kh � Pss
h

�
XNSS

ss¼1

kQfix � Qss
h � kh � Ptot

loss �
XNDG

n¼1

qPDGOsell � PDG
n;h

�
XNDG

n¼1

qQDGOsell � QDG
n;h

)

ð7Þ

where qPsell, q
Q
sell are price of the sold active and reactive

power to the customers by DisCo, respectively; Pss
h , Q

ss
h are

active and reactive power imported from grid in demand

level h, respectively; PDG
n;h , QDG

n;h are active and reactive

power injected by DG in bus i, demand level h; Ptot
loss is total

active power loss;qPDGOsell ,qQDGOsell are the price of sold active

and reactive power by DGO to DisCo.

The first and second term of (7) are revenues from the

energy sold to the customers by DisCo. The third term of

(7) is the cost of power purchased from external network or

energy market by DisCo, and its value depends on the

electricity market price (kh). The fourth term of (7) is the

amount of payment for the reactive power purchased from

the external network, and it is described as a pre-deter-

mined and fixed price (kQfix). The fifth term describes the
Fig. 1 Typical demand and price level factors

Fig. 2 Demand response based load modeling
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benefits or costs due to the variation of network power

losses, which are affected by the power generation by DG

units. Sixth and seventh terms show the amount of active

and reactive energy purchased from DGO by DisCo,

respectively. Also, DisCo has the ability to sell energy in

the market. This condition occurs when Pss
h is negative.

The benefits of DGO come from selling energy to the

DisCo. DGO has also invested on batteries. The price of

sold energy by DGOs depends on the role they play in the

market. They can have bilateral contracts with DisCo at

fixed price or they can sell their output power at market

price. In this paper, it is assumed that DGOs sells their

generated power at fixed price. The benefit function of

DGO is computed as:

OF2 ¼
XNh

t¼1

XNDG

n¼1

qPDGOsell � PDG
n;h þ

XNDG

j¼1

qQDGOsell � QDG
n;h

(
þ
XNk

k¼1

qPDGOsell � Pdisc
k;h

�
XNk

k¼1

kh � Pc
k;h �

XNDG

n¼1

AnP
2
DG

n;h þ BnP
DG
n;h þ Cn

� �

�
XNDG

n¼1

QDG
n;h � CTQ

n � C
deg
k

XNk

k¼1

Pdisc
k;h

gdisck

þ gCk � Pc
k;h

 !)

ð8Þ

where Pc
k;h, P

disc
k;h are the charge and discharge power of

battery k in demand level h; CTQ
n is reactive power cost of

DG unit n; C
deg
k is the degradation price of battery k;

gCk ,g
disc
k is the charge and discharge efficiency of battery k;

An, Bn, Cn are the operation factors of DG units.

The first and second term of (8) are revenues from the

energy sold to DisCo by DGO. The third term of (8) is

revenues from the charged energy of batteries. The fourth

term of (8) is the cost due to batteries charging. The fifth

term represents the operating cost of DG unit’s active

powers. Here, a known structure of DG units for active

power is considered. The last term captures the degradation

cost of batteries at the hth hours for the kth battery due to the

charging/discharging activities [13].

2.4 Constraints and optimal power flow equations

The power flow equations should be satisfied in the ith

bus and at the hth hour as follows:

Pss
h þPDG

i;h � ð1�DRhÞ �PD
i;h þ ldrh

� �
þ
XNk

k¼1

Pdisc
k;h �Pc

k;h

� �

¼ Vi;h

X
j

Vj;h Gij cosdi;h þBij sindj;h
� �

ð9Þ

Qss
h þ QDG

i;h � QD
i;h ¼ Vi;h

X
j

Vj;h Gij cos di;h � Bij sin dj;h
� �

ð10Þ

where Vi;h,di;h are the voltage magnitude and the voltage

angle in bus i and demand level h,

respectively;Gij andBij are conductance and susceptance

between bus i and j, respectively.

The voltage of each bus at the hth hour should be kept

within the safe operating limits:

Vmin
i �Vi;h �Vmax

i ð11Þ

where Vmin
i , Vmax

i are minimum and maximum voltage

limitation of bus i, respectively.

The active and reactive powers of the substation are

limited as follows [17]:

Pmin
ss �Pss

h �Pmax
ss ð12Þ

Qmin
ss �Qss

h �Qmax
ss ð13Þ

where Pmin
ss , Pmax

ss are minimum and maximum active power

limitation of substation, respectively.

The DG units should be operated with considering the

limits of their maximum installed capacity [18]:

Pmin
DG �PDG

i;h �Pmax
DG ð14Þ

Qmin
DG �QDG

i;h �Qmax
DG ð15Þ

where Pmin
DG ,P

max
DG are minimum and maximum active power

of DG, respectively.

The power factor of DG units for all demand levels is

assumed to be constant [16, 18]:

cos/ ¼
PDG
i;hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

PDG
i;h

� �2
þ QDG

i;h

� �r ¼ const ð16Þ

The power flow through the line connected to nodes i,

j is limited by its thermal limit for all demand levels:

Sij;h � Smax
ij ð17Þ

where Smax
ij is maximum thermal limitation of branch

between i and j.

The tap setting of tap-changer l at the hth demand level

is limited by (18) as follows:

Tmin
l � Tl;h � Tmax

l ð18Þ

where Tmin
l , Tmax

l are minimum and maximum setting of

tap-changer l.

Equations (19)–(23) express DRP constraints. The

moveable demand has a variable size in each period which

is defined by DRh and it is represented by (19). DRh factor

shows the customer participation in DRP.

XNh

h¼1

ldrh ¼
XNh

h¼1

DRh � PD
i;h ð19Þ

Constraint (20) limits the demand increase in each time period.

P
DðincÞ
i;h � inch � PD

i;h ð20Þ

Constraint (21) implies that during participation in DRP,
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the peak load (say occurs at hour 22) is greater than other

load levels.

ð1� DRhÞ � PD
i;h þ ldrh �ð1� DRð0220ÞÞ � PD

i;ð0220 Þ
þ ldrð0220Þ

ð21Þ

Constraints (22) and (23) limit the maximum amount of

DRh and inch in each period by ‘‘DRmax’’ and ‘‘incmax’’

which are considered to be 15%.

DRh �DRmax ð22Þ
inch � incmax ð23Þ

where incmax is maximum amount of demand increase.

Equations (24)–(27) express the ESS constraints [19].

Equation (24) shows the limits of charge and discharge

power of battery k in demand level h so that if binary vari-

able bck;h is 1, it is in charging mode. Also, if binary variable

bdisck;h is 1, it is in discharging mode. Otherwise it is in neither

charging nor discharging mode. Equation (25) shows the

capacity of battery k in each demand level hwhich is limited

to a minimum and maximum value. Equation (26) indicates

that the battery cannot be in charging and discharging mode

at the same time. Equation (27) shows the changes of battery

capacity at any demand level (hour) h?1 compared to

demand level (hour) h.

0�Pc
k;h � bck;hP

c;max
k;h

0�Pdisc
k;h � bdisck;h P

disc;max
k;h

(
ð24Þ

Emin
k �Ek;h �Emax

k ð25Þ

bck;h þ bdisck;h � 1

bck;h; b
disc
k;h 2 1; 0f g

�
ð26Þ

Ek;hþ1 ¼ Ek;h þ gCk � Pc
k;h �

Pdisc
k;h

gdisck

 !
ð27Þ

where Emax
k ,Emin

k maximum and minimum amount of

operation capacity of battery k.

The objective is maximization of both OF1 and OF2

with considering constraints (9)–(27).

max OF1
Pss
h
;Qss

h
;PDG

n;h
;QDG

n;h

; OF2
PDG
n;h

;QDG
n;h

;Pc
k;h
;Pdisc

k;h

( )

s:t:
ð9Þ to ð27Þ

ð28Þ

3 Active network management

The hourly adjustment of transformer tap-changer and

reactive power compensators in the distribution network

can help getting smart of network, reduce the voltage

deviation and power losses, and reduce the operation

cost. Such a network is called active network. To record

loads data in active network, automatic meter reading

(AMR) devices are installed in loads location. AMR

provides energy consumption data and sends them to the

control center. Other data received by the control center

are the proposed hourly price of energy by DG investors

and predicted energy market price.

Fig. 3 shows the control and management of the distri-

bution system based on ANM method. In active distribu-

tion system, it is assumed that a control center is located in

the primary substation. According to Fig. 3, the state

estimation process is carried out in the distribution system

which receives the load data through the local and remote

measurements.

At this stage, � DisCo regulates proper setting on-load

tab changer (in secondary substation) and installed reactive

power compensators so that all of the mentioned con-

straints are satisfied. ` DisCo determines the value of

bought (or sold) energy from (to) the energy market and

also DG owner so that all of the mentioned constraints are

satisfied.

Recently, many studies have been done in the field of

active network management and have reviewed its advan-

tages [8, 9, 20].

Three ANM strategies can be applied which are

described as follows [3]:

1) Active power regulation of DG

Active power regulation of each DG unit is one of the

applied strategies to limit the voltage rise in distribution

networks. In the conditions like high power generation and

low load, the voltage increase problem may be solved by

reduction of power generation of some DGs. Nevertheless,

this strategy is rarely used because of the additional

opportunity costs for DG units.

2) Active management of on-load-tap changer

(OLTC)

The active management of the OLTC focuses on

keeping the voltage profiles in the permitted range. Due

to the continuous load variation that may cause voltage

drop in the network, DG’s generated power may create a

voltage profile which increases at the DG connected

node [3, 18].

3) Using reactive power compensators (RPCs)

By using RPC management, the reactive power flow in

distribution system can be controlled and the voltage pro-

file can be corrected when the safety voltage range

exceeds. Also, RPC reduces the active power losses of

network. The best control strategy is based on the appli-

cation of coordinated and synchronized voltage and reac-

tive power control.
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In this paper, three operation modes of distribution

systems are considered and compared with each other.

These modes are described as follows:

i) Mode 1 Conventional distribution networks

The power flow is unidirectional from medium voltage

(MV) substation to customers in low voltage levels. In this

mode, no DG is connected to the network.

ii) Mode 2 Passive distribution networks

Both DG and RPC have been installed in the network to

improve the technical characteristics. When the penetration

level of DG becomes higher, the unidirectional power

flows will probably change to bidirectional power flows. In

this mode, ANM programs are not applied and the outputs

of DG units and RPCs are not controlled by DisCo.

iii) Mode 3 Active distribution networks

Measurement devices are located at load buses and

important nodes. Moreover, OLTC in MV substation is

controlled automatically with the aim of measuring pri-

mary system parameters. ANM programs will be imple-

mented for optimal and smart operation of distribution

system.

4 Problem solution method

4.1 e-constraint method

Various methods are used to solve multi-objective

optimization problems. The proposed multi-objective

model is solved using the e-constraint method, which is an

efficient technique to solve problems with a non-convex

Pareto front. This method generates single objective sub-

problems by transforming all objectives except one of them

into constraints. The lower bounds of these constraints are

given by the epsilon-vector. The Pareto front can be

obtained by varying the epsilon-vector. Therefore, in the

proposed problem, of1 is optimized while of2 is considered

as a constraint as follows [21]:

OF ¼ maxðof1Þ
s:t:
of2 � e
ð9Þ � ð27Þ

� ð29Þ

where e is a specified value between OFmax
2 and OFmin

2 .

Fig. 4 and (28) show that of2 is constrained by the

parameter e. This parameter varies from the minimum

value to the maximum value of of1 (i.e. from OFmin
2 to

OFmax
2 ) gradually. For any value of e, the modified single

objective optimization problem (i.e. (28)) is solved, and the

optimal solutions like point C in Fig. 4 are obtained. It is

noteworthy that in (28) the constraints of original multi-

objective optimization problem, i.e. (9) - (27), are also

included.

4.2 Fuzzy satisfying method

Fuzzy satisfying (or max (min)) method is a popular

technique to select the best solution among the obtained Np

Pareto optimal solutions. Suppose we have a problem with

N objectives to be minimized. The linear membership

function for the sth solution of the wth objective function is

defined as [22]:

Fig. 3 Schematic of ANM in distribution system
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lsw ¼
1 of sw � fmin

w
OFmax

w � of sw
OFmax

w � OFmin
w

OFmin
w � of sw �OFmax

w

0 of sw �OFmax
w

8>><
>>:

ð30Þ

where OFmax
k ,OFmin

k are the maximum and minimum

values of the objective function w in the solutions of

Pareto optimal set; lsw shows the optimality degree of the

sth solution of the wth objective function. The membership

function of the sth solution can be calculated using the

following equation:

ls ¼ min ls1; l
s
2; . . .; l

s
N

� �
s ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NP ð31Þ

The solution with the maximum weakest membership

function is the best solution. The corresponding membership

function of this solution (lmax), is calculated as:

lmax ¼ max l1; l2; . . .; lNp
� �

ð32Þ

With this background, the steps of solution method are

briefly presented as follows:

1) Maximize OF1 subject to all of equal & unequal

constraints. Calculate OF2 value which is in minimum

value.

2) Maximize OF2 subject to all of equal & unequal

constraints. Calculate OF1 value which is in minimum

value. In this step, the minimum and maximum values

of OF1 and OF2 are determined.

3) In the third step, one of the objectives (OF2) is defined

as constraint for other objective as:

max of s1
s:t:
of s2 � eþ of s�1

2

all of equal & unequal constraints

�

4) Regarding the number of considered solutions (or

iterations), objective function is changed in discrete

steps between its minimum and maximum value. e is

calculated as follow e ¼ ofmax
1

�ofmin
1

number of iteration
:

In the first iteration, OF1 is at its maximum value and

OF2 is at its minimum value.

5) With increasing OF2 for different iteration, OF1

decreases. In this step, values of OF1 and OF2 for

different iterations are calculated and a set of Pareto

front is provided.

6) Fuzzy satisfying method is used to select the best

iteration. The objectives are converted to per unit

values in different iterations by (29). lsw shows the

optimality degree of the sth iteration of the wth

objective function.

7) The membership function of the sth iteration can be

calculated using the following:

ls ¼ minðls1; ls2; . . .; lsNÞ s ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NP

8) The solution with the maximum weakest membership

function is the best solution.

lmax ¼ max l1; l2; . . .; lNp
� �

5 Assumptions and simulation results

5.1 Case study and problem assumptions

In this study, simulations have been carried out on a

33-bus system edited by Baran and Wu [3]. The single-line

diagram of this test system is represented in Fig. 5. The

hypothetical voltage level of the substation is 12.66 kV and

the hypothetical capacity of the feeders is 8 MVA. The

peak load is 4460 kW and 2760 kvar.

In this problem, DG investment was carried out by

private sector. DG1 and DG2 are installed at the node 11

and 33, respectively. The DG units have a capacity of 1.5

MW. RPC1 and RPC2 are installed at the buses 17 and 33,

respectively. RPC1 is 0.8 Mvar and RPC2 is 1.7 Mvar to

reactive power compensation. Two energy storage system

(ESS) (for example the battery#1 and the battery#2) are

Fig. 4 Description of e-constraint method

Fig. 5 Single line diagram of 33-bus system
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installed in parallel with the DG units. For this purpose,

two battery units with the capacity of 0.5 MWh are con-

sidered with charging/discharging power rating of 200 kW.

The minimum and maximum energy stored in the battery

are 100 kWh and 450 kWh, respectively. Operating period

is equal to 24 hours. The base price of energy purchased

from the grid is assumed to be 72 $/MWh. The forecasted

values of each load level DLF
f
h, are shown in Fig.1.

Duration of each load level is one hour. The remainder of

parameters is listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

5.2 Simulation results

To illustrate the DRP effect on the proposed model, two

case studies have been evaluated. In Case A, the short-term

scheduling model is studied without considering DRP. In

Case B, the same problem is solved considering the DRP to

analyze its effects on the load profile and total benefit

function.

5.2.1 Case A: short-term scheduling without DRP

The Pareto front is obtained for 33-bus test system

without considering demand response. Table 4 summarizes

the obtained Pareto solutions for the case. To compare and

demonstrate the effectiveness of active management

method in the short-term scheduling of distribution system,

these results for ANM method are also calculated and listed

in Table 4. It is assumed that the location of the installed

DGs in both PM and ANM methods are identical. By using

min-max fuzzy satisfying method, it is found from Table 4

(The bold values is the Pareto optimal solution)that the best

compromise solution is Solution 13, with the maximum

weakest membership function of 0.6. The corresponding

DisCo and DGO benefits are equal to 4225.10 and 1763.26

dollar per day in passive management, respectively. In

active management, these values will be 6022.21 and

1703.56 dollar per day for DisCo and DGO benefits,

respectively. It should be also noted that the Solution 1

corresponds to the DisCo benefit maximization case, i.e. in

the Solution, only DisCo benefit is maximized, and the

maximum value of DisCo benefit is 6452.40 dollar per day

in the active network.

Table 5 shows the optimal setting of OLTC in the

substation and RPCs in the proposed model for the 33-bus

distribution network. Equipment’s setting is shown for any

assumed load level during one day. The aim of this work is

to create a suitable condition for operation of a distribution

network along with DG units. Settings will be according to

the constraints of voltage and reactive power RPCs.

Fig. 6 indicates the received power value from upstream

grid and generated power by DG units. The received active

power value decreases with considering DG power gener-

ation. The received active power from the upstream net-

work will be reduced during the hours 10 to 21. DisCo

provides electrical energy in the cheap hours of the day

from upstream network and during the hours of 10 am to 24

pm, DisCo will deal with the DG owner. Fig. 6 (b) indi-

cates the output power of DG units for daily scheduling

period in the passive network. DGO is only able to sell

energy to DisCo. According to Fig. 7 (b), in the hours that

the DGO’s offer is less than the energy market’s one,

DisCo will venture into buying from DGO. DisCo can also

sell the energy purchased from DGO at the energy market,

if that is profitable. Fig. 6 (c) illustrates the purchased

power from the upstream network by DisCo in active

network. The purchased reactive power by DisCo is zero

due to the installed RPCs in the network. In other words,

DisCo provides reactive power itself by RPCs.

Fig. 6 (d) shows the generated power of DG units in

active network. The sold reactive power by DGO will be

zero. Therefore, DGO benefit is lower compared to passive

network.

Fig. 7 (a) shows the voltage profiles for the traditional,

passive and active system. The voltage curve is shown for

the peak load which occurs at the hour twenty-two.

According to Fig. 7 (a), the voltage drop increases as the

distance from substations increases in the traditional

Table 1 DG units cost data [23]

Bus with DG A ($/MW2) B ($/MW) C ($) CT
Q
j ($/Mvar)

11 0.0075 36 28.5 4.28

33 0.0075 40 22 8.5

Table 2 Economical and technical data

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Vmax
i (p.u.) 1.05 qPsell($/MWh) 85

Vmin
i (p.u.) 0.95 qQsell($/Mvarh) 52

PFDG 0.95 qPDGOsell ($/MWh) 67

qbase 72 kQfix($/Mvarh) 42

Table 3 Battery unit parameter

Parameters Values Parameters Values

E
cap
k (MWh) 0.5 P

c;max
k;h (MW) 0.2

Emin
k (MWh) 0.1 P

disc;max
k;h (MW) 0.2

Emax
k (MWh) 0.45 gCk 0.95

C
deg
k ($/MWh) 2.7 gdisck

0.85
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networks. The proper integration of DG units in the net-

work can improve the voltage profile.

In this paper, DGO is responsible for making decision to

the batteries charge/discharge programs. Fig. 7 (b, c)

shows the hourly battery power output in the passive and

active network. These values are subject to the battery

charger limit (i.e., [-200 kW, ?200 kW]) at any time step.

In normal conditions, because the grid electricity price is

cheaper in the early morning, the battery bank starts to

store as much energy as possible. Accordingly, the battery

banks start to return the stored energy to the distribution

network at the peak load times. DGO must be commen-

surate with the need DisCo attempted to charge and dis-

charge the batteries.

5.2.2 Case B: short-term scheduling considering DRP

In this case, short-term scheduling problem is solved

considering DRP. It should be noted that the consumer load

profile is changed. In this case, the corresponding DisCo

and DGO benefits are equal to 4368.16 and 1768.31 dollar

per day in passive management, respectively. In active

Table 4 Pareto optimal solutions for short-term scheduling of active distribution system without DRP (Case-A). The bold values is the Pareto

optimal solution

No. Passive network management Active network management

DisCo profit

($/day)

DGO profit

($/day)

l1(p.u.) l2(p.u.) minðl1; l2Þ DisCo profit

($/day)

DGO profit

($/day)

l1(p.u.) l2(p.u.) minðl1;l2Þ

1 4667.09 680.1131 1 0.101 0.101 6452.405 390.7996 0.98 0.016 0.016

2 4667.09 680.1131 1 0.101 0.101 6450.816 466.2984 0.98 0.05 0.05

3 4667.09 680.1131 1 0.101 0.101 6438.791 578.7772 0.97 0.10 0.10

4 4664.361 785.8268 0.997 0.15 0.15 6423.644 691.2561 0.96 0.15 0.15

5 4636.522 894.4311 0.976 0.20 0.20 6400.543 803.735 0.94 0.20 0.20

6 4606.537 1003.035 0.952 0.25 0.25 6374.527 916.2139 0.92 0.25 0.25

7 4568.776 1111.64 0.922 0.30 0.30 6343.784 1028.693 0.90 0.30 0.30

8 4526.411 1220.244 0.889 0.35 0.35 6300.46 1141.172 0.86 0.35 0.35

9 4478.005 1328.848 0.851 0.40 0.40 6255.505 1253.65 0.83 0.40 0.40

10 4423.42 1437.452 0.809 0.45 0.45 6205.39 1366.129 0.79 0.45 0.45

11 4366.131 1546.057 0.764 0.50 0.50 6149.862 1478.608 0.75 0.50 0.50

12 4295.002 1654.661 0.708 0.55 0.55 6087.827 1591.087 0.70 0.55 0.55

13 4225.106 1763.265 0.653 0.60 0.60 6022.214 1703.566 0.65 0.60 0.60

20 3500.26 2523.495 0.085 0.95 0.085 5322.396 2490.918 0.10 0.95 0.10

Table 5 Optimal settings of OLTC and RPCs in the proposed model for the ANM method without considering DRP

Hour RPC1 (Mvar) RPC2 (Mvar) OLTC (p.u) Hour RPC1 (Mvar) RPC2 (Mvar) OLTC (p.u)

1 0.575 1.228 0.99 13 0.553 1.207 0.99

2 0.409 0.960 1.05 14 0.557 1.217 0.99

3 0.361 0.845 1.05 15 0.599 1.321 0.98

4 0.340 0.797 1.05 16 0.605 1.303 0.98

5 0.342 0.781 1.04 17 0.568 1.262 0.99

6 0.337 0.791 1.05 18 0.588 1.296 0.98

7 0.363 0.852 1.05 19 0.597 1.317 0.98

8 0.365 0.855 1.05 20 0.619 1.368 0.99

9 0.397 0.930 1.05 21 0.692 1.539 0.99

10 0.469 1.057 1.02 22 0.752 1.655 0.98

11 0.515 1.129 1.00 23 0.705 1.573 0.98

12 0.516 1.132 1.01 24 0.659 1.464 0.99
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management, for DisCo and DGO benefits these values

will be 6176.78 and 1687.76 dollar per day, respectively.

Results indicate that DisCo and DGO benefits have

increased with considering DRP in passive network. In

active network, because the sold reactive power by DGO

will be zero, the result is slightly different so that DGO

benefit is decreased.

Fig. 8 indicates the purchased (or sold) power values of

DisCo from (to) the upstream grid and DGO considering

DRP. Between the hours 10 to 21, the purchased active

power from the upstream network will be reduced.

According to Fig. 8 (a, c), between the hours 15 to 20,

DisCo sells the purchased energy from DGO, in the energy

market. Hence, the transfer of power is reversed. DisCo

provides electrical energy in the cheaper hours of the day

from upstream network and DGO during the day and sells

to customer in their region. Fig. 8 (b) indicates the output

power of DG units for daily scheduling period in passive

network. According to Fig. 8 (b), at the hours that the

DGO’s offer is less than the energy market’s one, DisCo

will venture into buying from DGO. Fig. 8 (c) indicates the

purchased power from the upstream network by DisCo in

active network. The purchased reactive power by DisCo is

zero due to the installed RPCs in the network. In other

words, DisCo provides reactive power itself by RPCs.

Fig. 8 (d) shows the generated power of DG units in active

network. The sold reactive power by DGO will be zero.

It should be noted that the consumer load profile is

changed. Fig. 9 shows the load profile with and without

considering DRP.

Fig. 6 Power exchange for passive and active network without DRP

Fig. 7 Results of voltage profiles and output power of batteries

without DRP
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, the active network management was pre-

sented for short-term scheduling of distribution system

along with DG units. Benefits function of DisCo and DGO

are optimized simultaneously in a multi-objective opti-

mization framework. To validate the efficiency of proposed

approach, two case studies were used to assess the effects of

DRP in increasing the DisCo benefit function. It can be

concluded from the obtained results that the voltage profile

and network power losses are intensely dependent on the

managementmethod of system. One of themain conclusions

of this work is that active management is more beneficent

than passive management. Implementation of DRP in the

system could also flat the load profile. The batteries are

charged at the cheap hours by the network and the stored

energy is sold by DGO in the peak and expensive hours to

DisCo. The results show that in cheaper hours DGO cannot

compete with the network market and DisCo will choose the

best option for the energy purchase. However, the invest-

ment of private sector in the network will improve the

voltage and load profile and will reduce the power loss.
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